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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Black Petrel - Johanna Pierre, DoC

DoC Black Petrels To better understand threats to 
From a distance, being a field their survival, I wanted to find out 
biologist might seem like a where the Little Barrier Island (LBI) 
glamour job.  You can get to black petrels were roaming at sea.  
travel to exotic places, see This is difficult.  When they're not From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, 
amazing animals, and spend breeding, black petrels have no MBE (Mighty Big Eater)
time where hardly anyone else ties to land; they roam the oceans 

Most of the flock are all flat out raising does.  While this is all true, the for most of the year.  But where? 
their chicks. Mabel and I take turns at sea reality usually also includes To get a handle on their  
for a day or two searching for food to ho ur s in  cr ap py  we at he r, movements, birds' legs must be 
bring back to feed the chick, one of us at rid iculous 'work'  schedules, fitted with data loggers at the 
sea, the other on the nest. It is hard work dodgy living conditions, varying breeding sites.  
feeding an extra mouth and ‘free feeds’ degrees of physical pain, and no On LBI, this involves a daily hike 
come in handy this time of year during guarantee of good results at the over some gnarly terrain up to the 
the squid season. end of it all.  summit of the island (more than 
The squid season now has started, or With this in mind, I started a 720 vertical metres up, and down, 
has it? I’ve setup  the HQ  and the long project on the black petrels of every day).
range scouts are out looking for those Little Barrier Island back in When burrows are found, which 
‘free feeds’. We have counted 18  2007.  Black petrels breed in two can be no small undertaking in 
vessels this far and expect another 3 or 4 places in the world  Great itself, they are checked for birds.  
to join the fishery by the months end. Barrier Island, and Little Barrier Nothing high tech about this part  
Both SQU1T and SQU 6T catch rates Island.  The Great Barrier birds it's time to roll the sleeves up and 
are slow so there is less for the cousins to have been studied for a while, stick an arm in to see if anything 
eat!.  Squid prices are up, so that is a but the Little Barrier birds had bites.  Long, slim arms are a huge 
plus. We just need squid catch rates to not been checked out in detail advantage, and at least there 
improve and  there will be more offal on for about 20 years.  aren't snakes in NZ….although 
my table, What! The global population of black black petrels bite hard and draw 
It may be a new year but some things petrels is thought to be around blood easily.  
never change. Government still wants to 2,700 birds, with only about When a breeding bird is at home, it 
spend the fishing industry money on  1,000 breeding adults.  is carefully extracted, and a logger 
research projects that have no bearing 
on the fishing industry.  If government 
feels it has to spend that money I’d rather 
see it used helping to reduce risks of 
capture or injury to the cousins. Monitor 
our populations out of government’s 
coffers, not industry’s. Industry money 
should be spent on collecting data on 
seabird interactions around fishing 
vessels and on monitoring and analysing 
capture rates. Spending money on 
counting birds nesting on an Island is not 
acceptable expenditure of industry 
levies, What! 

Thanks to Johanna Pierre from DoC for 
the black petrel article - practically an 
honorary cousin!

Chow,  Albert 



fitted.  Birds are also fitted with leg 
bands for individual identification.  
The bird is returned to its burrow after 
only about 5 minutes, and left to get 
on with life.  
Loggers are retrieved from birds on 
LBI after about one year.  This means 
more climbing up and down steep 
hills, arms down burrows, petrel bites, 
mud, and a lot of hours for no result 
until a study bird comes in.  
Then in about 20 seconds, the logger 
attachments are snipped open, and 
the precious data is retrieved. 

 A  lot of data crunching follows before 
it is clear whether or not all that effort 
was worth it….   So, anyone keen for 
a change of job? 

captain starting to pull out his hair 
Murphy's Law before the problem was found.  

Bird's wings were becoming caught Recently a domestic factory 
between the wire and the sacking so trawler had an unusually high 
the very thing that was placed to number of seabird warp strikes. 
reduce the risk of seabird capture This was from one of the best set 
was doing the damage. up vessels in New Zealand as far 
The crew reported all captures but, as mitigation devices and offal 
more importantly, sorted the cause control systems are concerned.
and addressed the problems  A combination of events/factors 
quickly. It goes to show  that every may conspire to increase the risks 
now and again events can arise that of warp strikes. This vessel always 
greatly increase the risks of capture. ties/binds the warp wire splices 
Its knowing what to do at these times with sacking  to reduce the risks of  
that makes the difference.sprags snagging seabirds.  

The sacking is normally tapped 
down to the warp wire, but this time 
one end had a 'wedge' or 'V’ 
between the warp wire and the 
sacking. 
During the port call the crew had 
cut off a few hundred meters of 
damaged warp wire, which meant  
the vessel had the splice right on 
the water line when trawling. The 
weather conditions had the tori line 
blown away from the warp, leaving 
one warp exposed and accessible 
to birds. The combination of all 
these factors ended up in multiple 
albatross warp captures. The crew 
could not initially work out why or 
how they were getting warp 
strikes. It took a few tows, and the 
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

Generally a surface feeder but will 
shallow dive.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month: 
Laysan Albatross

To pick up food from the surface of 
the water, petrels face into the 
wind and hold their trembling 
wings outstretched to keep 
themselves aloft while trailing 
their legs in the water to prevent 
t h e m  f r o m  b e i n g  b l o w n  
backwards. In this position they 
hover,  somet imes making 
pattering runs as they peck at the 
food in front of them. It is this 
“walking on the water” which 
gives them their name of “little 
Peters” after St Peter; hence  
petrels.

DID YOU KNOW?


